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“Pharm Farming”
It’s Not Your Father’s Agriculture
Dr. Allan S. Felsot, Environmental Toxicologist, Food and
Environmental Quality Laboratory, WSU
Imagine a very wealthy country with unsurpassed expertise in discovering and successfully
developing medications that cure some pretty nasty immune system diseases. Imagine not
enough people being able to get the drug because manufacturers can’t make it fast enough.
Well, you don’t have to use your imagination because it is happening today in the good old
USA. “Biotech Industry Squeezed by Lack of ‘Breweries’,” screams a recent headline in the
online version of the San Diego Union-Tribune newspaper. The article goes on to inform us that
demand for protein-based drugs now on the market far exceeds industry’s ability to make
enough product.

Before you jump to the conclusion that this is another story concocted by the evil
pharmaceutical companies in an effort to rip off poor, unsuspecting consumers, let’s take a
moment and look at how biotechnology has transformed the manufacturing process.
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A Biotech Manufacturing Primer
If you associate pharmaceutical manufacturing with smoke-belching factories, think again. Many
new pharmaceuticals are brewed like fine wines in fermentation vats lining very clean rooms.
The “vats” are located in buildings covering acres of land and plumbed with miles of pipe.
Imagine the energy and controls required to keep the vats humming at just the right
temperature. And that’s just the beginning of the process. The stuff in the vat, known as the cell
culture, has to be piped out and then extracted in another part of the factory.

As with any manufacturing process, production space is an issue. The cell cultures used to
make the medicinal proteins can only produce so much during any given timeframe. If a
company wants to brew more product, it needs to add more vats, requiring more space, more
energy, and more personnel. Considering one of these “new age” clean plants costs an
estimated $500 million dollars (Associated Press 2002), one can see why this industry might be
pinched.

A Role for Agriculture
Fortunately for health care consumers, agricultural biotechnology may hold the solution to the
pharmaceutical industry’s production problems. Instead of using gigantic space-gobbling,
energy-intensive, expensive factories, companies are developing the ability to grow medicinal
proteins in plants.

This isn’t about Uncle Ed putting in a few acres of specially bred plants out on the north forty.
Nor is it about traditional agribusiness growing food plants containing pharmaceuticals (despite
the Internet rumors). A select elite of meticulous growers will be the new “green” manufacturers
of the next generation of medicinal proteins.

“Pharm farming,” my pet term for the growing of molecules with pharmaceutical applications in
selected crops, is the third wave of agricultural biotechnology. And it is going to be an
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“industrial” process without physical walls but with scrupulous controls and regulatory oversight
by at least three Federal agencies.

Riding the Third Wave
The first wave of agricultural biotechnology transformed plants to resists pests (e.g., Bt-corn and
Bt-cotton that contain the insect toxic protein from Bacillus thuringiensis) or impart resistance to
reduced risk herbicides like glyphosate (e.g., Roundup Ready soybeans). The second wave
involves producing plants with quality-added characters that would increase agronomic
efficiency (e.g., salt-tolerant tomatoes) or nutritional enhancements (e.g., high-lysine corn). The
third wave has been given the epithet “plant molecular farming” and it refers to “the cultivation of
plants for industrially, medically, or scientifically useful biomolecules, rather than for traditional
uses of food, feed, or fibre” (CFIS 2001). With the exception of plant-based manufacturing of the
enzyme trypsin (Van Brundt 2002), nothing has been commercialized at this point, but research
and development is rapidly progressing, especially in the area of human medicines (Table 1).
TABLE 1
Potential products under consideration for production via molecular
farming (Canadian Food Inspection Service 2001).

Primary Products

Derived Products

Antibodies (immunoglobulins)

Bio-plastics

Enzymes (industrial,
therapeutic, diagnostic,
cosmetic)

Vitamins, co-factors

Structural Proteins (peptides,
hormones)

Nutraceuticals

Antigens (vaccines)

Secondary Plant Metabolites (phenolics,
glucosinolates, tannins, starches, sugars,
fragrances, flavors, alkaloids)

Anti-disease agents, drugs

Fibers

Enzyme Inhibitors
Note that the primary products are proteins. The derived products are
mostly non-protein molecules that are synthesized by the plant if the
correct enzyme systems to complete the metabolic pathway are present.
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Proteins, CHOs, and PMPs
The products of pharm farming are called plant-made pharmaceuticals (PMPs). Presently, the
substances under development are proteins with various functions. Proteins have been used for
therapeutic purposes since the early 1980s when recombinant (i.e., genetically engineered)
human insulin for injection was introduced to treat diabetes. Over the subsequent years,
proteins were discovered with applications ranging from treatment of cancer and immune
system diseases to hemophilia and hormone deficiencies (Vezina 2001).

The therapeutic proteins are produced in fermentation vats by transferring their coding genes to
cell lines that have the ability to reproduce almost indefinitely (Figure 1). For example, one of
the first commercial PMPs out of the block will likely be immunoglobulins (Ig’s), a catch-all term
for different types of naturally occurring antibodies produced by mammalian plasma cells to
ward off pathogens and their toxins. Ig’s are currently produced in fermentation cultures of
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. CHO cells have been around since the late 1950s when
they were taken from the ovaries of adult hamsters and induced to divide and replace
themselves far beyond the typical 50-100 generations of cell cultures at the time. Today,
specialized CHO cell lines can produce a wide variety of human proteins.

CHO cells are commonly used to manufacture proteins because they divide rapidly and can be
easily transformed to reproduce (i.e., replicate) and transcribe (i.e., read the code of) DNA from
other organisms, including humans. Ig’s were particularly challenging because they are actually
a combination of several protein chains that are linked together. Furthermore, they contain a
very large sugar polymer called a glycan. Thus, Ig’s are known as glycoproteins. Several genes
must work in concert to produce an intact Ig. However, success in overcoming the complexity of
Ig assembly was reported over ten years ago (Wood et al. 1990). These early Ig-producing
CHO cells could turn out 60 micrograms of antibody per one million cells every 48 hours.
Unfortunately, with current manufacturing capabilities, CHO cells just can’t keep up with the
demand for protein products, especially the Ig’s. But over a decade ago, separate tobacco
plants were transformed with mammalian genes that encoded separate component chains of an
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antibody (Hiatt et al. 1989). When individual plants containing the different chains were sexually
crossed, the resulting progeny were able to synthesize a functional antibody. In the mid-1990s,
the experiment was repeated successfully with a different kind of antibody (Ma et al. 1995). The
third wave of agricultural biotechnology was building.

FIGURE 1

The third wave of agricultural technology has the potential to replace expensive, energy intensive factories
lined with stainless steel fermentation vats with higher yielding, lower cost, green factories without walls.
(Picture of bioreactor from Vezina 2001).

Plants on the Crest
The first wave of agricultural biotechnology showed plants could be easily and stably
transformed with DNA from other species to produce useful traits that functioned reliably in the
environment. So there was no reason that therapeutic proteins could not be grown in plants, as
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long as the genes could be found. While the first wave sought genes from bacteria like Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt), the therapeutic proteins of the third wave will require the source codes of
human genes. Being proteins, Ig’s can be easily grown in plants. The DNA coding sequences
that allow CHO cells to produce Ig’s can be modified to express well in plants. The plant
readable gene modifications are moved to receptive plants cells along with accessory DNA
pieces to give the plant the capability to start and end the process of transcribing the gene into
its protein product.

Regardless of the nature or function of the protein, the process of transferring genes from one
organism to another and allowing them functionality is basically the same among different
species (see Carpenter et al. 2002 for an overview of the mechanics of producing
biotechnology-derived crops). The basic technology of plant transformation has been well
studied and commercially implemented in food crops like corn, soybean, wheat, and canola.
Although the therapeutic proteins can be expressed in any part of a plant, the goal for PMPs is
to express the protein at the highest levels in the harvestable seed. Seeds are easier and more
economical than whole plants to transport to a processing factory where the proteins can be
extracted and purified in preparation for packaging. Furthermore, under controlled temperature
conditions, seeds can be stored for prolonged periods without breaking down their protein
content. Hundreds of acres of protein-containing seeds could inexpensively double the
production of CHO cells in a fermentation factory.

As attractive as plants are for turning out great gobs of protein faster, cheaper, and more
efficiently than CHO cells, their use raises all of the same concerns that have been expressed
about the first wave of biotechnology-derived food crops. In particular, critics worry about
potential gene flow to food crops of the same species, co-mingling of food and non-food crops,
and worker exposure to plant material containing active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). One
could argue that the benefits of pharmaceutical production in plants outweigh the risks, but
industry has wholeheartedly embraced the precautionary principle to ensure that the risks of the
third wave technology are minimized no matter how great the benefits (BIO 2002). (ED. NOTE:
One definition of the precautionary principle comes from the 1998 Wingspread Conference in
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Racine, WI: "When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment,
precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships ar not fully
established scientifically.")

Precautionary Principle at Work
Candidate plants for the production of PMPs will include familiar crops like alfalfa, canola, corn,
potato, rice, safflower, soybean, and tobacco (BIO 2002). Although the leading candidates for
transformation into workhorses of green manufacturing are familiar food and nonfood crops,
they will be treated altogether differently than the biotechnology-derived crops designated for
food markets. Regulations are swiftly evolving to ensure the utmost protection of food resources
and the environment from meandering medicines. Specifically, the precautionary principle is
hard at work in several areas to ensure the new technology is low risk and high benefit.

Current Regulatory Authority
The infrastructure of regulation has been in place for nearly a decade, and it continues to evolve
as experience with biotechnology-derived food crops grows. Risk management must
necessarily focus on providing protection for human health (worker and consumer) and
ecosystems. This responsibility has been legislatively placed in the hands of four Federal
agencies: USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA).

APHIS and the FDA will stand at the pinnacle of regulation over PMP production. APHIS will
issue permits for growing PMPs during both the research and development phase and the
production phase. Unlike the first wave crops, pharm crops will need perpetual permitting from
APHIS. Permits for growing small acreages of pharm crops for development purposes are
already being issued, and APHIS has published its mandates for ensuring maximum
environmental protection (USDA-APHIS 2002).
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FDA has domain over any products produced by pharm farming. The agency’s job is to ensure
integrity (purity, correct dosages) and safety of the medicinal product. Before commercial
production of the PMPs, FDA will have already ruled on the safety and efficacy of the
pharmaceutical product. All pharmaceutical risk assessment testing will have to be conducted
under Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) standards, similar to tests required by EPA for the
registration of pesticides. GLP standards subject data to auditing, guard against fraud, and
ensure that all submitted studies can be reconstructed from scratch.

FDA’s responsibility extends to the entire manufacture of the pharmaceutical, from production to
waste streams, so its role necessarily will complement the role of APHIS because production on
the farm will be the first step in the manufacturing process. To oversee production practices,
FDA has developed regulations called GMPs (Good Manufacturing Practices), which are the
manufacturing analog of GLPs. GMPs ensure consistent manufacturing processes and product
safety, purity, and potency. As a system that documents practices in all stages of product
manufacturing, GMPs will essentially spread out from its historical application within the walls of
the factory to the wide-open spaces of the field.

EPA is commonly thought of having its dominion over agriculture through the regulation of
pesticides. EPA would be initially involved in the regulatory oversight of PMPs if the plants
contained pest-protection characters (like the Bt protein) or herbicide-tolerance characters that
might require a new use pattern for a herbicide, and thus a pesticide product label change.

EPA also has responsibilities for protection of the environment from manufacturing processes
through application of regulations under the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Clean Air Act,
and the Clean Water Act. Thus, EPA does have regulatory options should pharm farming raise
any environmental concerns not directly related to pest protection characters or pesticides.
However, many of the environmental issues will have already been investigated and assessed
by FDA as part of the review of manufacturing processes before full-scale production.
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Finally, if worker safety becomes a concern owing to excessive exposure to PMPs during any
stage of production, OSHA has responsibility to require practices that minimize risk.

Crop Knowledge
Development and subsequent testing of PMPs has proceeded mostly using corn and tobacco
as the green factories. The list of candidate crop plants for PMP production (i.e., alfalfa, canola,
corn, potato, rice, safflower, soybean, and tobacco) is no accident. In addition to accumulated
experience in using biotechnology to endow these plants with new traits, mountains of
information are known about their physiology and ecology. Candidate pharmaceutical producing
plants have been studied with respect to pollination, genetics, seed dormancy, and weediness
potential. This information is useful for addressing several concerns, including pollen movement
and subsequent gene flow between conventionally bred and biotechnology-derived crops. A
long history of cultivation shows that the candidate crops are the least likely to be invasive of
“natural” ecosystems. All of this information will be used to ensure maximal isolation of the
plants from food producing crops.

Principles of Confinement
Long before commercial utilization of crops for synthesis of PMPs, regulatory agencies will have
refined rules for implementing the most important operating practice for safe manufacturing: the
Principles of Confinement. Confinement essentially means keeping the crop and its products on
the land where it was grown until removed for processing, with no inadvertent exposure to the
public and minimal exposure of products to workers and the environment. Effectively confined
pharm crops will conform to the following principles that have been elucidated by the
biotechnology companies through the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO 2002):
® Prevention of inadvertent human exposure to PMPs through food and feed
® Minimized occupational and environmental exposure to PMPs during ALL phases
of production
® Rigorous compliance with confinement measures
® Analytical methods for detection of expression (i.e., protein) products
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® Full cooperation with regulatory reviews of confinement measures and on-site
inspections
® All confinement systems and procedures must be based on sound scientific
principles

Identity Preservation: A Closed Loop System
Preventing co-mingling of pharm crops with food crops will be a prime directive for industry as
well as regulatory agencies. The misadventures over the co-mingling with food corn of the nonfood Bt-corn hybrid known as StarLink®, which was only registered for animal feed, will not be
repeated. Precaution demands that Standard Operating Practices (SOPs) be implemented for a
functional identity preservation system. Such a system ensures that the pharm crop is
completely segregated from all other crops and that protocols are in place for production and
handling of the crop. Achieving this goal is possible with implementation of chain-of-custody
procedures that track the product through every stage of production and processing.

With an effective chain-of-custody program, the crop and its products are never out of sight. At
every step of crop production, commodity transportation, and product handling, someone
acknowledges in writing that all procedures have been carried out in compliance with the SOPs.
In short, a completely closed loop identity preservation system not only protects the quality and
purity of the final protein product, but it complements confinement to ensure maximal
environmental and worker protection.

SOPs for Confinement Systems
BIO has recently released a white paper that is functionally a reference document for
confinement and development of PMPs (BIO 2002). SOPs for each specific pharm crop must be
developed and implemented to meet the Principles of Confinement. Pertinently, the SOPs apply
to research and development of pharm crops in addition to commercial production. Effective
confinement SOPs will address these elements:
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Training
All growers and other individuals involved in development and production of PMPs must
be trained to carry out the principles of confinement.

Contracts and Channeling
Seed for PMPs must not be sold through conventional channels and will be available
only to trained contract growers. All processing of crop product must be conducted in
complete isolation from commercial food and feed channels.

Site Selection and Security
Field-testing and production sites must be selected to meet the confinement measures
most appropriate for the particular pharm crop. For example, regulatory-mandated
distances of separation of pharm crops and food crops must be rigorously enforced.
Security measures may be necessary to provide control of site access and exposure to
humans or wildlife.

Crop Production
Crop production will be considered to include all procedures associated with seed
production, planting, growing, harvesting, transportation, and storage of the pharm crop.
A variety of physical, biological, and temporal procedures must be employed to limit
environmental and worker exposure to a specific crop or expression product.

Identification
Pharm crops and plant material from that crop must be distinguishable to the developer
from any other crop through clear identification methods during all production phases.

Containers
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All containers and packing materials used for shipment, transportation, and storage must
have integrity, be properly labeled, and possess the ability to be thoroughly cleaned or
disposed of.

Equipment
Any equipment used in any phase of crop production and initial processing of the PMP
must be dedicated to the specific product or thoroughly cleaned prior to use with any
other crops.

Disposition of Plant Material
All unused plant material, both on farm and off, must be disposed of in a manner
(designated by regulations) that prevents inadvertent exposure and co-mingling with
plant material intended for food or feed.

Verification
All adherence to confinement SOPs must be verified through a system of documentation
and record keeping.

Compliance Assessment
The entire production system must be subject to appropriately timed internal and
external reviews and inspections to ensure compliance with all SOPs.

Monitoring
During and after harvest, field trial and production sites must be monitored for any
unusual occurrence, including deleterious effects on plants, non-target organisms, or the
environment. All such occurrences must be reported to the appropriate regulatory
agency. Sites must be monitored to ensure that all plant material stays at the site until
disposed of according to SOPs. After harvest, fields must be monitored for new
emergences of volunteer crops.
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Remediation
Remedial plans must be in place to employ procedures to mitigate any potential effects if
the confinement system does not achieve its desired results. Furthermore, confinement
systems need to be modified as needed to improve performance and ensure adherence
to the over-riding confinement and identity preservation-closed loop principles.

Regulatory Footprints
Judging from current controversies over cross pollination between biotechnology-derived and
conventionally bred crops, gene flow from pharm farms is likely to be the most contentious issue
during the crop production phase of PMP technology. Concerns are already being addressed by
industry, APHIS, and the Canadian Food Inspection Service (BIO 2002, USDA APHIS 2002,
CFIS 2001); the main ones revolve around pollination of food crops and subsequent inadvertent
setting of seed containing the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API).

During the permitting process for production of pharm crop seeds for research, APHIS has
already imposed strict rules on the separation distances from food crops and the types of plants
that can be grown to form a physical barrier to trap migrating pollen (USDA APHIS 2002). For
example, the following APHIS rules apply to all protocols for field testing of corn for production
of PMPs (USDA APHIS 2002).
® Applicants must plant the transgenic corn at sites that are at least one mile away
from corn seed production (e.g., breeder, foundation, certified, and registered).
® Applicants must ensure that any corn from previous seasons is harvested and
removed in a radius of 0.25 miles of the transgenic corn lot before the transgenic
corn is sown.
® The land within 25 feet of the transgenic plant area must remain fallow during the
test.
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® If no buffer crops are grown, then applicants must ensure that no other corn
plants are grown within a radius of 0.5 miles of the transgenic test plants at any
time during the field test.
® Applicants must plant their corn no fewer than 21 days before or 21 days after
the planting dates of any other corn that is growing within a zone extending from
0.5-1.0 mile of the test plants.
® If buffers are used, applicants must ensure that no corn plants other than those
of the buffer strip are grown within a 0.25 mile-radius of the transgenic test plants
at any time during the field test. A buffer strip consisting of 6 rows of male-fertile,
nontransgenic corn must be planted just inside the 0.25-mile perimeter distance.
The buffer strip plants must be treated with the same confinement and disposal
measures that are used for the transgenic crop.
® No tests in 2003 or thereafter will be permitted to use corn buffer rows. This
proscription will reduce the chances of co-mingling of pharm crops with food
crops.

The USDA APHIS did not pluck these rules for corn out of the thin air. Foundation-certified corn
seed requires isolated distances between cornfields of 660 feet (only ~1/8 of a mile) to protect
the hybrids from cross-pollination. Thus, APHIS is being quite conservative in applying
separation distances from test plots and other crop fields. Of course, the separation distances
will vary depending on the specific crop and known distances of pollen travel.

Validating the Principles of Confinement
Recall that one of the principles of confinement is that all practices must be scientifically valid.
Academic researchers have spent little time over the last thirty years studying pollen travel and
gene flow for our most-farmed crops (e.g., corn, soybean, wheat). Under the precautionary
principle, the advocate for a technology is responsible to ensure its safety. Therefore, industry is
obligated to step in to figure out whether the APHIS-proposed guidelines are sufficient.
Exercising good faith and judgment, industry itself, as well as university researchers, are
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already testing the adequacy of confinement principles to prevent gene flow between food and
non-food crops.

Two papers that will be presented at the Fall 2002 meetings of the American Society of
Agronomy (ASA) will show data confirming that suggested buffer areas and required separation
distances are adequate to keep pollen “on the farm,” so to speak (Stevens et al. 2002; Halsey et
al. 2002). Dr. Gene Stevens from the University of Missouri was generous enough to share with
me the experimental design for testing separation distance hypotheses (Figure 2) and also
some of his data that he will present to the scientific community at the ASA meeting.

To make a long story short, Dr. Stevens first explained how one of the candidate PMP
technologies intended for Ig production will work during production. Corn produces separate
male and female flowers (respectively called tassels and silks). Three to five days before a
tassel is visible on a corn plant, it can be found tightly rolled in a whorl of new leaves near the
top of the stalk. The immature tassels along with two or three leaves can be removed from the
plant in a process called detasseling to create the equivalent of a female plant.

Basically, female corn lines (i.e., plants that have been detasseled) containing the genes for the
Ig will be grown in four rows that alternate with four rows of male corn (corn with intact tassels)
without the Ig genes. Because all female plants are detassled, they are incapable of producing
pollen containing the Ig gene. However, their ovules (the future seeds) will contain the Ig gene.
The female plants will be allowed to receive pollen from the four rows of male corn without the
Ig genes. After fertilization, the resulting seeds will contain the right complement of genes to
make a functional Ig. Creating a plant with only maternally inherited PMP genes combined with
detasseling is the best production system for preventing gene flow.

Detasseling has been a common practice in corn hybrid seed production for many years.
Although it is highly effective procedure, tassels are occasionally missed. Most seed certification
inspectors allow less than 1% detasseling error. Regulatory agencies need to know what kinds
of separation distances must be maintained at different levels of detasseling efficiency to avoid
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gene flow to other corn fields. To answer this question, Dr. Stevens planted yellow-kernel inbred
corn in a 10-acre block in three 160-acre cotton and bean fields in southeastern Missouri
(Figure 2). The block served as a source of fertile pollen to detect in white corn strips planted in
other parts of the field.
FIGURE 1

Schematic plot design for experiments conducted at three locations in Missouri to determine the extent of gene flow
from a biotechnology-derived corn crop. Yellow and white corn was planted in alternating four-row strips in the center
pollen source block. Fallow ground was left around the pollen source area and sterile male yellow corn was planted
around the fallow area. White corn in 12-row strips was planted at 330, 660, and 900 feet beyond the edge of the
pollen source corn block. Several rows of fallow were left around the white corn strips. The rest of the field was
planted to either beans or cotton depending on the location of the field. Individual kernels on corn cobs collected from
pre-selected areas in each of the white corn trap strips were sampled to determine gene flow from the yellow corn
source block. (All information was obtained from Dr. Gene Stevens, University of Missouri.)

Within the 10-acre corn pollen blocks, four rows of yellow-kernel females were planted in an
alternating pattern with four rows of white-kernel males. When the yellow female rows were
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detasseled by Dr. Stevens’ research team, some of the plants were intentionally missed. The
levels of detasseling were 0%, 80%, 90%, and 100% of the total plants in each row. For each
detasseling treatment in the pollen block, a different yellow inbred cultivar was planted which
contained a specific transgenic trait to use as a tracer.

To aid in pollen containment, the pollen source block was surrounded by 10 feet of fallow
ground and then 12 rows of male sterile corn. The rest of the field was planted to either beans
or cotton, but at distances of 330, 660, and 900 feet from the pollen block, four-row strips of a
white corn hybrid were planted on three different planting dates.

Yellow corn seed color is dominant over white seed color. Therefore, any yellow kernels found
in the white hybrid strips were fertilized by pollen that came from yellow corn in the central
pollen block (Figure 2). The researchers used a molecular analytical technique known as PCR
(polymerase chain reaction) to detect each of the specific transgenes used as tracers in the
different yellow inbred corn cultivars. Using this tracer system, any yellow corn in the white corn
strips could be traced back to pollen from a specific detasseling treatment.

When the corn seeds matured, Dr. Stevens’ team pored over thousands of ears of corn in the
white hybrid strip looking for yellow seeds. They expressed their results as the percentage of
yellow kernels among the white kernels in the corn planted at two different distances from the
center block (660 and 900 feet). The research team noted that the planting date of the white
hybrid corn strips had a large effect on gene flow (i.e., on detection rates of yellow kernels). This
observation means that a narrow window of time existed when the viable pollen produced by the
yellow corn was in synchrony with the receptive silks on the white hybrid ears.

The greatest amount of gene flow, as represented by findings of yellow corn kernels on the
white corn cobs, occurred in the northern section of white corn located 660 feet from the pollen
block and was associated with pollen from corn with no detasseling. The incidence of yellow
kernels was 0.0301%. Gene flow was probably comparatively greater in the northerly most corn
strips because the prevailing wind was from the southwest.
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The amount of gene flow dropped as the levels of detasseling and isolation distance increased.
At 900 feet, which is a shorter distance than required in the APHIS regulations for separation of
PMP corn and other cultivars, the incidence of yellow kernels in the white corn was 0.0013%
from the 90% detasseled corn rows. When 100% of the corn was detasseled, no yellow kernels
were detected on the white corn cobs.

To put the probability of finding a kernel fertilized from yellow corn pollen into perspective, when
no detasseling had occurred, 3 out of every 10,000 seeds at the 660 foot distance from the
center block had yellow seeds. When 90% of the yellow corn was detasseled, only 1.3 seeds
out of every 100,000 seeds were yellow in the strips located 900 feet from the pollen source
block. If an average ear of corn contains 500 seeds, then the significance of cross-pollination at
the 900-foot distance would be one seed containing a hypothetical pharmaceutical protein for
every 150 ears. Very similar results have been obtained in studies conducted in California and
Washington State (Halsey et al., 2002).

In essence, the data generated so far on gene flow potential support the APHIS regulatory
requirements for separation distances between pharm crops and food crops. Pertinently, the
minimum separation distances required by APHIS are significantly longer than the distances
shown to have almost no gene flow in the Missouri, California, and Washington State
experiments. Of course, one kernel among tens of thousands of kernels can still pose a worry,
so the precautionary principle rightly asks what the consequence to people or the environment
would be to such a low exposure to an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API).

When Confinement Goes Wild
So what would the consequences to humans and wildlife be should some wayward pollen land
on a food crop and produce a few seeds with APIs? And, while we’re dreaming up hazard
scenarios, let’s also ponder the effects that APIs in the non-harvested plant material might have
on ecological integrity of the agricultural field or nearby uncultivated land.
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As illustrated thus far in the experiments to test confinement strategies, even when crosspollination in corn has occurred, the probability of finding one seed in thousands of seeds is
pretty low. From this incidence, we can conclude that under proper confinement measures, any
inadvertent exposures attributable to gene flow are very low, and thus the risk of adverse effects
are correspondingly low.

But let’s say a person (or a bird or mouse) is inadvertently exposed through their food to an API.
Fortunately, the APIs under development are proteins, and we know a lot about the
bioavailability and fate of proteins in the environment and in organisms. The candidate proteins
under development all occur naturally in animals, including humans. Indeed, some of the
therapeutic proteins are actually coded for using human gene constructs. All proteins can be
tested for digestibility in the stomach or intestine. For example, Ig’s are already known to be
rapidly digestible; for that reason, therapeutic doses are normally administered by injection or
intravenously rather than orally. When we eat meat, we eat non-therapeutic doses of Ig’s.

All organisms, including soil bacteria and fungi, contain protein-degrading protease enzymes.
Once the plant hits the ground, a farmer can disk it into the soil and, with a little moisture, any
proteins, including the pharmaceuticals, will degrade to harmless amino acids. Even when the
proteins stick to clay particles, as has been observed for the Bt toxin protein (Stotzky 2000),
they are not biologically available nor are they significantly mobile, especially under natural
moisture conditions (Carpenter et al. 2002).

One pertinent point to consider when pondering ecological effects of PMP technology is that for
any one product, very limited acreage will be used. For example, about 1000 acres may be
required to produce enough Ig’s of any kind. However, that acreage will not be placed in one
area. Ideally, several states will be chosen that have very little of the food crop counterpart in
production. Thus, not only will the acreage be more manageable owing to a limitation in size in
any one location, but the specific location itself will be comparatively devoid of the food crops
subject to cross pollination.
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Life on the Pharm Farm
The research and development of PMPs is moving very swiftly. But no one should retain the
idea that the technology has not been well tested first in the laboratory. For example, over the
last ten years, a swelling body of scientific literature developed to show that therapeutic animal
proteins could be expressed in plants. The extracted proteins retained their function when given
to animals (Hiatt et al. 1989; Mason et al. 1992, 1996; Haq et al. 1995; Ma et al. 1995, 1997,
1998; Thanavala et al. 1995; Miele 1997; Arakawa et al. 1998; Tackett et al. 1998; Lerouge et
al. 2000; and other recent references cited in Kirk 2001). Thus, we know the biochemical part of
the technology works and we know a lot about the identity of the proteins and their safety.
Besides, they won’t be approved by the FDA unless they are proven safe using the same level
of scrutiny given to all synthetic pharmaceuticals.

Manufacturing the protein in factories without walls is not even a new concept considering that
humans have been using medicinal plants for ages. These non-biotechnology-derived medicinal
plants must be grown and harvested and extracted in a manner that ensures the integrity and
safety of the medicine. However, forceful insertion of medicinal traits into plants using
biotechnology makes some people nervous. But we are not talking about “novel” proteins. The
therapeutic proteins are the same as those already in our body. Most of the proteins have
already been produced as medicines using CHO cell fermentation. They’re well characterized
and have been through safety assessments and often human clinical trials. The manufacturing
process is the real novelty, but it will be regulated stringently as if the protein was being
manufactured in a factory.

Some opponents of biotechnology applied to crops may complain that one of the principles of
confinement will essentially be a self-policing provision to ensure all SOPs are verifiably
implemented. However, if these opponents examine organic agricultural practices, they will find
a self-policing system of certification that works quite well. Although some state agricultural
agencies are engaged in certification, much is based on private certifiers and self-reported
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practices combined with inspections. Production of foundation seed also relies on an industrypoliced system. Thus, specialty crop production practices have always been self-policed, but
PMP production will have the additional safeguard of being overseen by at least three regulatory
agencies.

Few acres will be needed to grow any one PMP, but the acres that are used and the resulting
crop will be the subjects of extraordinary scrutiny throughout the whole production and postproduction process. Only elite growers who commit wholeheartedly to the principles of
confinement and identity preservation need apply. They will be duly rewarded for their technical
skills, knowledge, and infrastructure, but life on the pharm farm will never be the same as in the
good old days on Uncle Ed’s north forty.

Dr. Allan Felsot is an Environmental Toxicologist with the Food and Environmental Quality
Laboratory at Washington State University. He can be reached on the university's Tri-Cities
campus at afelsot@tricity.wsu.edu or (509) 372-7365. Dr. Felsot is a frequent contributor to
AENews and co-author of the recently released Comparative Environmental Impacts of
Biotechnology-Derived and Traditional Soybean, Corn, and Cotton Crops from the Council for
Agricultural Science and Technology, http://www.cast-science.org.
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